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ABSTRACT

Reliability analysis of mine water control systems is presented through an example of a combined system against
karst water inrushes. !he loading of the system, the yield
of mine water inrushes is !peCified by a hydra.u.lic model and
its random parameters are determined from quasi analogeous
conditions. !his prior information is continuously updated
using local experiences by a Bafeeian model. System reliability is estimated by using a failure-tree analysis and
Monte Carlo simulation algorithms. A B~esian metholl7logy
is applied to account for uncertain loading and resistance
/or capacity/ statistics as well as to update reliability
estimates when new syst- performance data are observed.
Some practical consequences on the results of the reliability analysis are discussed.
1. Introduction
In this paper the reliability of mine water control systems
is estimated using a Bafesian approach. System reliability
of engineering structures is very senei t i ve to the accuracy
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of loading and resistance statistics because the numerical
ve.lue of :reliability is generally found in the upper tail
of the distribution, where the probability estimates are
most uncertain. At the same time, the loading and resistance statistics are themselves uncertain because they are
based on small samples, when not merely on regional data
or experience. This motivates the use of Bayesian distributions which account for this parameter uncertainty.
The construction of underground spaces such as subways or
tunnels and the operation of mines are often subject to water hazard. If an underground space is being planned or
already operating under groundwater level, an inflow control system should be provided. The main elements of this
system may be the drainage facilities, preliminary and subsequent grouting, the water conveyance, sediment_settling
and removal equipment, and the pumping stations.L5] In general, either eyetem load or ita resistance or both are
random variables, eo that system reliability can only be
estimated statistically.

In the ne~t section, the problem is formulated with emphaeis on mining, The claaeical, nonBayeaian reliability model iD described in the uction "Non-llaynian Reliability
Model" 1 and the Ba.yesian model is given in the eubuquent
section "Bayes Reliability Model". The failure tret method
is uaed for constructing the model and a aimuletion ~go
rithm ie applitd to provide the aolution. A real-life exampl~
ia proYidtd in the Application section. In the la& section,
reeulta of thct anlll;raie ue dilcueeed 11M conolu.aiona ar&

drawn.

2. Problem

fo~ulation

Reliability the~ry l'i!!U! been dneloped in v!!..rloue areaa of
engineering such as structural deeign(l6], or airplane and
rocket deeign[lJ • Reliabil:l. ty analysis has aliiHl been applhd
to hydrologic problems [7], md to mining engineeri.ng where
eeveral studies, such as the analysis of the haulage, r•scue, and ventilation systems can be found[lQL
The first approach to the application of reliab:t}1 i;y analysis for mine wat&r control is presented in [151 , As a
result, mining re~~lations, standards are given in terms
of an "econ0111ic reliabili.ty" for property protection and.
a "maxima1. relie.bili ty" (nr a safety level/ for liflll protection [6]. Reliabi.U. ty a.na:J.yses have reeulhd in the s~
cification of elem~nts such u emergency, ._!i!Uillpe 1 etor~e
spaces, rescue routes or warnir~ syatema Ll5].

For a rational exploitation of new coal and b&UXite mines
of Hungary under h&avy water hazard, care should be taken
to design properly the water control eystem, because either
und<ir·<leaign or over-design may reauH in high additional
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costs. For example, the cost of mine water control may reach

10-15" c£ the production costs under Hungarian condi tiona (81

'l'he high investment and operation costs of mine water control, and high cost of risks of flooding or disturbance of
production by mine water require more advanced methods for
design and operation under conditions of highly mechanized
concentrated mines of large output _capacity.
Along this line a non-Bayesian reliability model has ~een
developed and tested to Hungarian mining conditions L4].
This model needs further improvement for the following
reasons:
a. statistical parameters characterizing loading and resistance condi tiona are uncertain during the design stqe;
b, as the construction or q,eration starts, observations on
loading and resistance become availablef this information
should be utilized for an updating of the reliabilities
estimated during the design stage.
It will be shown that featurea /a/ and /b/ oan be provided
by the
reliability model. Por illustration ~poeee,
a combined protection system against karetic water hazard
used in some Hungarhn mines :I.e now presented,

Bar••

This min• water control system conaiete of two main eubeyettmu
/i/ Protection Of th8 production activity &l&inst th8 Iffacts of mine water /called prot•otion ot taoee, •l•m•nt
1 in Pig.l./
/ii/ Protection or blocks and the mine against flooding
/called protection of mine/.
The protection of faces combines:
- tha instantan drainaga
- preliminary and subsequent grouting
- passive protection /water delivery from the faces/
The instantan drainage is a special control of rock-water
interaction mostly in the protective l~er(8J which decreases the number and the yield of spontaneous inrushes
into the faces, but the total yield of mine waters /spontaneous and rained/ are conaidered to rell'l&in unchanged.
Consequently, the use of instantan way of control protects
the production activity in the faces but it has no effect
on the loading of the mine water conveyance subsystem.
Grouting is intended tc decrease the total yield of water.
The passive w~ of protection involves water and sediment
delivery from th8 faces.
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The "protection of mine" subsystem corresponds to the water and sediment conveyance from every mining opening to
the surface. Main elements of the analysed water delivery
subsystems are roadways, tunnels /called water cuts/ for
gravitationally conveying water and its sediment content
from the openings into the central pumying station. The
important elements are: /2/ water cut{s/ of face/s/,
/37 water cuys/ of block/a/, /4/ the main water cut of
the mine, /5 the central plant for sediment treatment
/settling and removing, /67 the pumping station /including
sumps, shaft with pumps, electric supply, etc./.
Water and sediment from block water cuts travel to the mine
water cut /element 4/ which leads to the central sediment
settler /element 5/ and the central pumping station /element 6/. Sediment is removed from the settler by special
equipnent and pumped to the surface by hydraulic means.
The number of faces and blocks increases as the exploitation
of the mine proceeds; the amount of inrushes and its solid
particles may also increase as new underground spaces are
opened.
The failure of an underground floo d control system can be
caused by a complex set of natural and technical factors.
It is necessary to single out those failure events which
are critical as far as the design and operation is concerned. More precisely, two types of events are distinguished: "disturbance of q>eration" and "flooding". The
"disturbance of operation" corresponds to a failure event
which disrupts or decreases mining production but does not
stop it. The disturbance effect depends on mining technology and the number and yield of spontaneous inrushes. The
effect of using the instantan drainage and grouting influences the disturbance of faces. On the other hand, "flooding" is defined as a failure ..rb.ich stops production altogether. Plooding occurs when the actual yield of mine
water is greater than the actual capacity of the water
deli very system /of faces, block, mine/. Depending on
the location of the failure, the following top events are
defined: /s/ disturbance of operation and flooding in faces; /b/ disturbance of operation and flooding in blocks;
/c/ disturbance of operation in the mine with simultaneous
disturbances in several blocks; /d/ flooding of the mine.
In the next section the classical reliability model is
summarized. (4]

3.

Non-~esian

reliability model

Inrush events as JV&tem loading occurs as a result of inrush events which can be characterized by the followiuc
three quantities:
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I.

II.

III,

~ • magnitude of yield of inrush event;
gmax • maximum inrush event yield into a volume of
iiven vertical dimenaiona and rectangular area A of
unit width;
~A/ • total yield of inrush evente over area A.

Pdf of theae variatee can be eetimated ae tollowe~J

1

I. Yield of inruah event1
A reasonable hypothesis baaed on phyeic&l re&Boninc and
strengthened by observation data is that ~ follows a leinormal distribution.[l5J
II. Maximum inrush event yield over area A
A second hypothesis baaed on phenomenological reasoning
and reinforced by observation data is that ~;.;, the number of inrush events occurring over an area A, follows a
Poisson distribution with mean AA. Then the asymptotic
distribution of gmax is derived from the distributions of
N/.; and q as foilOt18:

"'

P/~max ~ x/ • F~maxfx/ • exp -~.;1-FS/x/

/1/

It is assumed that llmax follows this asymptotic distribution.
·
III. Total yield of inrush

events

Qf.;

"'

The total yield for area A is calculated as the sum of a
Poisson number ~/A/ of lognormal inrushes q, • (3]

Q/A/
"'

.,1.n/i/,
i.J'

i - 1,2, ..

·l!I'A/

/2/

The distribution fUnction /DP/ of Q must be determined from
the DF of ~ and !• since direct ob~ervation data on ~ are
rarely avulable. For this purpose, the simul at ion approacl
described in (18] appears to be appropriate. For example,
this method makes it possible to account for the spatial
dependence between stochastic inrush events. Note: this
model has been fiU.ed to empirical data and iB practically
used to predicting the mine water hazard,
Grouting activity influence& the total yield of mine water.
The loading of the protection system as well as the risk of
disturbance and flooding depend on the control strategy,
At the same time the risk of flooding depends also on the
actual performance and capacity of water delivery system.
The impact of the control method on inrush yield should be
considered in the reliability analysis.
A decision rule or impact fUnction expressing the effect
of control strategy on an inrush m~ be defined as:
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/3/
where q!. = controlled yield of inrush in face /i,j/,
·.~ J
fij/'/ =impact function for face /i,j/,
~ij = natural yield of event and
~ij' a 2ij' a ij = parameters of the impact function.
3
As an example, consider the control method of grouting

coupled with the following decision rule:

~if ~ij< ~ij' do not grout; then qlj = 9ij

b/ if ~ij < qij < a 3 ij' grout a portion /l-a 2i / of the
inrush yield: ~lj = a2 ij'~ij
c/ i f ~ > a 3ij, grout completely the inrush: ~ij =

o.

To estimate the protection system reliability, events C~
/disturbance of operation of the mine/ and MF ~ooding
of mine/ are considered.
Event CCv means that there is simultaneous disturbance of
operatio~ in at least K blocks:

C~: k=l('
u [l~i

.n

/Ci

1 < i 2 <••• <i~m

n ... n cikI l~t~k
j"itCj

1

J/4/

where m is the total number of blocks and Ci is the disturbance of operation in block i. Event C occurs when
disturbance of operation is present in e.;try face of the
block. Fig. 3. shows the failure tree of event C in any
of the blocks, with n being the number of faces in a block
and

/5/
where ~ij/0/ is the threshold yield for face /i,j,/.
Event MF /flooding of mine/ occurs when ~ one of six
events E, F, FR, G, H, L occurs /Fig, 4./. These events
are defined as:
Event E: there is flooding in every block of the
mine:

/6/
Event F: The sediment removal capacity CH of the
mine is smaller than the maximum sediment
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inrush yield ~· Experience shows that the following linear
statistical relationship may be assumed be~een sediment
volume ~ and water yield %max:

~

• 'fj

/ko •

ltmaxij + ~/

/7/

where k 0 is a specific sediment yield /tons sediment per
and f is an error term, aessumed to be distributed normally w! th parameters /,41. 1 , c~ /. Thus , event P ill t

rl of wa1:er/

1

>CHI
"'
failur. of the
F: /h

Event Plh a

/8/
mine sediment removal equip!lent

OCCurtsl

PRz ;; <t/

/9/

'\,1

where tis the fint failure t11118 of the mine sediment removal equipment over tiJH horizon t. The vuiate f is taken as exponential with mean .A. 2 /the expected mat;.. of
failures per unit time/.
Event G: the total 7ield of aine inrushes, Q f ie greater
then the ca;-cit7 CQ of the central sediment settler
/element 5/&

r.

/10/

Event H: the total mine woater ;rhld
ie lar.ser thm the
capaci t,. CV of the llline water cut /e •ent 4/z

/ll/
Event Lz the actual cape.ci 't.7 ~ of the central papin& atation /element 6/ia . .aller than the total 7ield of aiM
water, Q*1
...
La

I rtJ

<. cfI

/12/

!'hia event 1119 be ci!W8ed b7 llll uceeain water 1nrullh iJI.to the aine, or failure of aa.e of the pg~pa; in either
cue, the real capaci t,. ~ of the p.a~:ping atatioa is ..aller
than
The JlUIIP failure events are aeDUHd to be .xponenti&:ll,- diatrlbuted with pu--eter A~ which ia the ..,._
rage failure rate of one puap. !he m.l)er of puapa rna' ning in oparatiOD ia a binomi&ll,- distributed TU'iate lllld
~ ia the product of this binc.ial Tariate aDd the noatnal
capaci t,. of ODe pap.

g•'.

Since all poeeibh failure evente han been defiMd, the
~nt D of lline fiood!.nc em be written aea
.,, 'I

Ur Vn VG UH IJL

/13/
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Using a Monte-Carlo simulation method, failure probabilities can be estimated for several periods from a single
computer run. However, if two epochs '1'1' '1' 2 , are such that
'1'1 < T2 , then a failure event occurJ"ing ~ the interval
~. TJ} also occurs in the interT&J. L o, T,. J. Thus, sillrulation in ('1'1 , '1' 2 ] should be run condi ti~ly on the various events in 'Che interval [ o, '1' ] • The outcome of simulation runs CODBiets in a set oflumple u--series of
failure probabilities, an empirical pdf of which can be
constructed.
4. Bayes Reliability Models
The statistical paramete~ in the reliability model are:
the mean ~ and variance ~ of inrush event yi~lds q, the
specific number .A. of inruahee, the variancecr 1/t/ of sediment ;rield /Bq. 7/, the specific number A 1 Of failures
of a pump, and the specific number .i\ 2 of fa.Ilures of the
tsedimant removal equipnent.
If the values of these parameters were known, the reliability estimates would fully account for nstural uncertainty. However, in the design stage, only indirect information is available, leading to uncertainty in parameter estimation. Thus reliability estimates are subject to
this parameter uncertainty which decreaeee as operation
starts and more and more observation data become available.
In the following, a ~asian approach is used to account
for both natural and parameter uncertainty ( 2, 13, 14] ~
Such a BaJeian approach has bean applied to reliability
engineering in [5, 11, 12] • However, its application to
the reliability analysis of complex s:rstsms such as the
one cODBidarad herein appears to be quite infrequent.
1'ha preaant stud7 accounts for pariUDeter uncertainties in
loading statistics. Uncertaintiee in A 2 and A 1 can be taken into cODBidaration in a similar W8if.
Pirs1:, the design
stage is CODBidered, and second, the operation stage.
In the design stage, parameter uncertainty is present, an4

parameters
are taken u random v&Dables; a BaJesian distribution ~·/ which accounts tor both natural and parameter
uncertainty, can be estimated as a

?xfx/ ..
""

J fxfxl2/f9&dj
""

/14/

N

were f~HV 1e the modal distribution given parameter
vector !• and fa/6/ is the distribution of the parameter.
The procedure be'l.ow generates Bafeeian valuee of the three
loading components q,, qmax, Q b,- Jllonte-Carlo simulation.
Magnitude of Inrwh Events .Q.-; Since log a follows a normal distribution with /unkri6wn/ parameters !p..,~¥/, the joint

5!J
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conjugate distribution of 1~.~1 is a normal-gamma distribution [2, 14 J • 'l'hiB conjugate distribution ha four parameters: the ...., ead. ...n.-.ce of 11-, and the . .an -.d -,.riance of 0"'. However, only three of these parameters are independent; furthermore, ~ one of the ~ametere may be
replaced by n, the number of data points /or e&~~ple size/.
Prior information on the above parameters ma.y. be determined
by regional. estimation, geological analogy, hldraulic calculations and/or literature data. As shown in[3, 4], the
sample size n', the mean m' of a and the variances' 2/•'/
can be eeti. .ted from prior information.
'l'he conj~ate prior distribution
after [2 J, u
f' ... .,.

!.JA,rl .. { =- 1 r;;.r

'.\. ~
~2•
.1:1'-1/D'+l) /2
1

-2
r

f-!'+1.;
.

2

0'

j!';;
()

n

exp [

of;,...~;

can be written,

~ fltli~2Jj
a- n'

2 -~
(n'-1)/2 exp j.l'-1 s• .;
2

/15/

a2
~

The Bayesian simulation algorithm is ae follows:

1. Generate a pair ;,..,.; using the normal.-g~~~~~~~a distribu-

tion /Eq. 15/ with prior

m', e'

and n'.

2. Generate a realization of a normal variate nJ using
~etere IJA.trrl generated in step 1.

3. A prior Jla7ellim nmdOIIl n.lue of

S is

qj • exp /n/·

ll:u-u.eh bent Yield over Area A • q..x.- 'l'he ad.;.
ditional uncertainty ·cau.ed by panaeterA /Bq. 1/ is entered into the esti. .tion of the Dr of ~·

llax~

...

!'hG conJuca~ distribution ef a A is a

tion with two prior parautere ..._ • .ad

•' AI •

• and •' 2/A I

,.

f

f

z-2 distribusuch thata

•'
• -2

/16/

2/A./ are eeti.llated b-0111 aw.ilab1e prior information [41. !'he s-.e type of g
~-2 distribution defines
the conJliC&te distribution ot i, ead. ~ 3 • A ~eeim distributed Tal.ua !J em bo sill?lla'Ced u
fo::IIDna

• •/A/

tm4 s'

1. Generate a Talus of A uaiqr a c
s-2 distribution with
prior ~tera II(' end I' fEq. 16/.
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2. Generate a /prior/ Bayesian Poisson variate Nj using
parameterA found in step 1.
The simulation procedure for estimatine a Bawesian distribution of ~max is:

1. Generate a random value of N.

"'

2. Generate a number N of /~ior or posterior/ realization of ~~ /ql' q 2 , •••• qr7.

3. Find the value qmax
empirical distribution

c

max /qi/; iterate and obtain an
of qmax.

l~i~N

fatal Yield g of Inrush Events Over Area A.-- Using Equation /2/, a S.,e&ian distribution of Q can be simulat~d in
the following way:
"'
1. Generate a Bayesian distributed value of

~·

2. Generate a number N of Bayesian distributed values of
q: ql, q2, ••• ,qN.

""

3. A Bayesian I!IBIIlple value of

N

Q iB: Q ..

"'

t. q .•
. 1 l.

l.R

Next, _in the operation stage, assume that a nUmber n of
inrush events has been obs-erved ovar an area Ad up to period t< f: let m be il'le mean of the logarithm of observed
inrush yields, and s the variance of the same quantity.
Bayesian distributions are used to obtain more accurate
reliability estimates for the subseq_>Mint periods /t ~ T/.
Since Jid.or distri buttons belong to a conjU«ate family, the
posterior /updated/ p&:t:'Wlleter cUetribution is of the same
type as the prior, and the par8111eters can reedil;r be calculated as before. Updated Baweaian variates can then be
generated by the algorithm given in the design stage.

5. Application
!he reliability model has been tested and experimentally
applied using quasi realistic data of a mine being planned
in the Tumedenubian region at a 4epth of 300 metres below
the karstic water level.
i'he system and elements ;.;:[ mine water control
in section 2.

fir&

presented

Parellleters of the impact function /Eq. 3/ are given in fable
BaG!'! decision rule is used for every !ace of the mine
in every period. Input data for the reliability estimation ,
are given in fable 2. Note that these data available or can
be detel"'llined (15, 3) in mines or tunnels subject tc water
hazard.
1. 1'he

~
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The non-S.,esian reliability model utilizes the loading
statistics given in Table 2. Table 3 gives prior information on loading and resistance statistics for the Bayes
model. fables 4 sod 5 illustrate results of applications
of the non-BB,esian and the Bafeaian models, respectively.
Prior -information on A 2 and A~ is interred from performance
data of, respectivel7, submerged pumps and sediment removal
equipnent.
The effect of different grouting etrategies is reflected
in the numerical values of IIi lure probabilities for both
non-Bayesian and Bayesian models. On the other hand, the
Bayesian reliability eetimates are smaller than the nonBayesian ones, because, u it can be expected, parameter
uncertainty increases the estimates of failure probabilities.
In the next step, it is assumed that a mine with input data
given in Table 2 and prior loading and resistance given in
Table 3 has been operating for 6 years. During this time,
n • 78 inrush events have been observed over the total area
of faces, A • 2,6 lal. The mean and standard deviation of
the logaritAm of observed inrush yields are: m • 0.4, s • 0,5.
Table 6 shows the updated Bayesian reliabilities estimated
for the subsequent time periods /4,5,6/, without any further
ch~~e in the original input data. It can be seen that expected. failure probab:l.li"l;ies have become smaller, because
of the smaller number and magnitude of observed inrushes
than predicted in prior information /Table 3/. At the same
time, the failure probabilities are sensitive to the different grouting strategies.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A Bayesian reliability system model has been applied to a
quaei real-life mine water control system. In contrast with
a classical reliability modll. this Bayesian approach accounts
for the uncertainty in statistical information on loading
and/or capacity. The fact that Tables 5 and 6 exhibit fairly
high values of tested system failure probabilities prompts
the following two remarks!
a./ One of the critical events leading to mine floodi~ is
the failure of the sediment removal equipment. As numerical
results show, for a specific failure time .A 2 • 0,02/year,
it is.quite probable to have such a failure event within
the lifetime of the llline. As a redundancy, provisional storage
of removed sediment is highly necessary. As an outcome of
this anal;rsill, improved underground aedillent settling plan
will be equipped bf sediment etorage facilities.
b./ The other weak point in the system is the failure event
of submerged pumps. In the numerical example, no stand-by
was considered, while in reality ·, at least 2 stand-by p.1111pe
61
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are &vailabt. for the ghen 111ining capacit7. Ueing standard reliability theory [16], it is straightforward to
include a c1v- - b e r of
into taw reliabilit7
111odel.

•tead•

Baaed on the results presented in Table• 5 and 6 practical
-uurn c~m be propoeed u f'ollowea
- Since failure rate of puntpe -7 be hi8her in the laet
part of their life tiae, a prosr-.med aaintainance ie necessary for increaeing the perforaance of the pumping station. !hh solution • e - to be aore ee--ic that the
increue of the number of standbf W1i ts.
- In cue of large par11111eter uncert&int7 an increase of
the maber of atmdbf Ulli ta c_..ot be disrecarded th~

the risk of an extreael7 great water i~h ma7 be eaall.
In these cues, provisional modes for inereuing the standby pumping cape.ci t7 ee• to be more econoaic. 'rhie principle is Wled in il.l.JIIoet eve17 DeW eocene aine under construction.
fhe law of large ntllllbeMI permi to to determine the relationship between the error bound Ee of simulation and the number n of U!llpll.ll!l dmulated (7)

/17/
i.e a given probabilit7 level. In this application
n • luvo evente were siaulated in each case; 111'1 th a probabilitr of p 0 m 90 ~. &q. /17/ 7ielde an error bound of

wher•~fg

f

8

•

0,05.

!he reeu.ltti pre;um.ted in thie paper point to the following
conclueiona i
1. !he reliabili1:f eetiaation of an underground engineering
ay>~~t-, wch u
a aine-ter control a7stea, should account
for natur1ll. UDCeltaintr in both loe.dings md reeietances.
2. !he eatillation procedure can be die placed u
tree.

a failure

3. A epatilll event-baaed etochaetic aodel can be used to
characterize water inflow quanti ties, that ie, thE loading
or the aino water control e7st...
4. Reeietance of the 1178t• corre•ponde to the ce.pe.ci1:f of
control eleaenta.
5. System reliebilitiee for both the non-Ba7eeian and Baye~
an modele can be estimated by the simulation techniques
developed herein.
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6. The effect of loading control by use of rock grouting
can be accounted for by an impact !unction.
7. Bayesian reliability estimation is to be used in cases
when 7a/ uncertain loading and/or capacity statistics are
available in the design stage, and /b/ earller operational ex·perience is available and more accurate reliability
estimates are sought for eubeequent operation periods.
8. Results o:f' the numerical example on a combined mine
water control system have given valuable information on
how to increase system reliability in an efficient way.
There is an urgent need to apply this methodology for
practical design since both mining investment coste and
economic losses due to systems failure are high.

Research leadir.g ·to this paper was supported in part by
funds from U.S. National Science Poundation under Grant
IINr-?8-12184, WOecision-Making in Natural Resources Management•"• and tram the Jlinistry of Industry, Budapest,
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Table 1.
Parameters of the Impact Function

Parameters
i/min

Passive Control
or InstantanDrainage
A

Alternatives
Moderate
Intensive
Grouting
Grouting
B

c

~

30

0,35

0,2

a2

1

0.5

0,3

83

100

9,0

1,3
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3

3

4

6

5

5

10

5

I

5

10

4

I

4

1

2

"

2

2
1

Number
of
blocl<s

1

!Number Length
years

Time
period

-·-·---·-·-

1

2

2

2

2

1

Number of
faces in
a block

- -

-----·---

0,2

0,6

0,6

0.25

40

60

60

40

40

40

0.10
0.15

1/knl

--

Specific
number
of inrushes

kC:

A

Area of
a face

2.0

2,0

2,0

1.2

1.2

1.21

rr,/min

0

0

0

-0.3

-0.3

-0.3

m

0.48

0.48

. 0.48

0.48

0. 413

0.48

s

Data on inrush events
Statistics of the loeAver~e
normal distribution
yield

Data for the Estimation of System Reliability

Table 2.
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Table 2.-- continued

q .. /0/
l.J

cfij

= inrush

= water

yield threshold for disturbance of operation

conveyance capacity from faces

Cvi • capacity of block water cuts

ko • specific yield
s 2pj • variance of

of sediment
sediment estimation

CH • sediment removal capacity
CQ • water capacity of the control sediment settler
CV • water conveyance capacity of the mine water cut
n ,. number of pumps

A2 •
I

·A3

specific number of failures of a pump

• specific nucber of failures of the sediment removal
equipnent
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Table 3.
Prior Information on Loading and Resistance
Loading statistics

m'

s'

n'

m'/AV

s'/A)./

1

-0.3

0.4

9

4

2

2

-0.3

0.4

9

6

3

3

-0.3

0.4

9

10

5

4

0

0.4

9

36

18

5

0

0.4

9

36

18

6

0

0.4

9

8

4

Time periods

Resistance statistics:
For all six time periods
m'/1..,~

= O.ll,

s•/,.._.~ = 0.05,

m•i,v.. 3/

= 0.02,

ta
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s'/y.../

= O.OC/7
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Table 4.
Non-Bayesian Failure Probabilities for the Whole tline
Probability
of Disturbance
of operation

Time periods

1

2

3

4

5

6

instantandrainage

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

B. liioderate grouting

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

A. Passive control
&:

c.

Intensive grouting

Probability /for the first variant/
of Flooding

A.

0.065

0.137

0.466

1.0

1.0

1.0

B.

. 0,060

0.136

0.299

0.981

1.0

1.0

c.

0,060

0.136

0.299

0.569

0.981

1.0
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Table 5.
Bayesian Failure Probabilities for the Whole Mine
Probability of
disturbance of
operation

l

2

3

A

0.006

0.006

0,006

B

o.o

o.o

c

o.o

o.o

Time periods

5

6

0,006

0.006

0.059

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

4

7r

Probabili
of
floodinB tor the first variant/
A

o.o86

0.167

0.683

1.0

1.0

1.0

B

o.oao 0.153

0.462

0.990

1.0

1.0

c

0.072

0.361

0.662

0.995

1.0

0.145

1C1
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Table 6.
Results of the Updated Bayesian Failure Probabilities
/for the first variant/
Probability of disturbance
of operati~

4

Time periOds
5

6

o.o
o.o
o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o

o.o
o.o

A

0.380

1.0

1.0

B

0.360

1.0

1.0

c

0.360

0.594

0.824

A

B

c

0.0

Probability of flooding
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Appendix I. - Notatinn
A
~,a

= surface

area of uncereround space

2 ,a 3 =parameters of the impact function
CCx • event of simultaneous disturbance of operation
at least in a number K of blocks
ci "' event of disturbance of operation in bJ ock i
Di

E

. event of flood ill€ in block i

= event

of flood ill€ in every block

F "' probability density function

FC

= event

FR

2

of insufficient sediment removal capacity

event of failure of the sediment removel
equipment

G = event of insufficient sediment settler capacity
H • event of insufficient mine water cut capacity
h • volume of sediment
i

2

serial number of blocks i: l, ••• ,m

j • serial number of faces in a block j: l, ••• ,n

L • event of insufficient pumping station capacity
m • empirical mean
m'

a

prior information

m" • posterior information
m • expectation of log q distribution

"'

KF • event of mine flooding
R/A/ • number of inflow evente over area A

'•

n • the number of data pointe

..

Q/A/ • total yield of inflow over area A
q • inflow event yield

ll.
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qmax

''•

Rij
E

2

= rnaximWll inflow event
= event of disturbance

yield over area A
of operation in face /i,j/

= empirical variance

t =stages of operation t: l, ••• ,T
·~
~

= parameter of the conjugate gamma distribution

"' real capacity of the pumping station

"' • parameter of ·the conjugate gemma distribution
:-:: = standard deviation
E

error term in sediment estimation

.~

,. a normal variate

·~

• vector of statistical parameters

"

,\ .. specific number of inflow events
= random variable
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